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High-Birefringence fiber loop mirror(Hi-Bi FLM) sensor has been one of the hot issues in optical fiber sensor technologies. 

This paper introduced the fundamental principle of Hi-Bi FLM and also characterized the temperature and strain features of 

conventional and photonic crystal Hi-Bi FLM. Furthermore, we selectively enumerated various simultaneous measurements 

of temperature and strain based on Hi-Bi FLM, and the distinguishes between them were particularly analyzed. These 

measurements not only avoided the problems of cross-sensitive but also expanded the Hi-Bi FLM application fields. 
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1. Introduction 

 

As a new-style optical interferometric component, 

FLM has been applied in many fields due to its advantages 

such as high anti-interference, high sensitivity and simple 

structure. Recently, a section of high-birefringence 

fiber(HBF) is cascaded into FLM, so Hi-Bi FLM is formed. 

Compared with traditional FLM, Hi-Bi FLM has many 

advantages: (1) Polarization independence.(2) 

Transmission spectra is only concerned with the length of 

HBF, but not the diameter of Hi-Bi FLM. Based on these 

advantages above, Hi-Bi FLM has been widely used in 

optical wavelength division, tunable laser and comb filter 

[1-3]. 

In recent years, more and more attentions are paid to 

Hi-Bi FLM sensor. It has been used not only in strain and 

temperature measurements [4], but also in liquid level[5] 

and curvature [6] measurements.FBG sensor was also 

demodulated by Hi-Bi FLM[7]. But it is easily influenced 

by temperature when using the traditional 

polarization-maintaining fiber(PMF) as the sensing 

element. So we must eradicate the cross-sensitive of 

traditional polarization- maintaining fiber when it is used 

as sensor. Two methods are taken to avoid this problem, 

for one thing, as the high-birefringence photonic crystal 

fiber(Hi-Bi PCF[8])which were immune to temperature 

generated, we can choose Hi-Bi PCF as sensing element to 

avoid temperature effect. For another thing, several 

simultaneous measurements of temperature and strain 

based on Hi-Bi FLM were proposed to avoid 

cross-sensitive, this not only avoid cross-sensitive of Hi-Bi 

FLM sensor but also expended the application fields of 

Hi-Bi FLM sensor. 

This paper introduced fundamental principle of Hi-Bi 

FLM sensor firstly, then summarized and compared the 

temperature and strain characteristics of HBF including 

traditional and photonic crystal fiber  reported 

previously,also,listed six kinds of simultaneous 

measurement of temperature and strain based on Hi-Bi 

FLM .Last, we lookout the perspective of Hi-Bi FLM 

sensor. 

 

 

2. Temperature and strain characteristics of  

  Hi-Bi FLMs 

 

As shown in Fig.1, the configuration consists of an 

optical broadband source(BBS) with a central wavelength 

of 1550 nm and a spectral bandwidth of 100 nm, an FLM 

containing a section of high-birefringence fiber(HBF),a 

PC and a optical spectrum analyzers(OSA).All these 

optical instruments are linked by single optical fiber 

(SMF-28). HBF is spliced with single optical fiber by 

welding machine, making the insertion loss is less than 

4dB/km. 

 

         

 

 

Fig.1. Sstructure of Hi-Bi FLM. 
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Fig. 2. Transmission spectra of Hi-Bi FLM 

 

Broadband source(BBS) launches the light into 3dB 

coupler which splits the light into two counter propagating 

beams, then the two beams bring about phase difference 

when propagating through the HBF. The counter 

propagating beams recombine at the 3dB coupler and 

interference due to the phase difference. The relationship 

[9] between transmission spectrum and wavelength is as 

follows: 
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where 
1 、

2 are the angles between fast axis of HBF 

and two counter propagating beams light respectively. 

Different light intensity of transmission spectrum is 

obtained with different 
1 、

2 which can be adjusted by 

PC. B  is considered as initial birefringence of HBF 

which is expressed as onnB  e ,where en 、 on are 

the effective refractive index of fast axis and slow axis of 

HBF respectively. L is the length of HBF and  is the 

center wavelength of the BBS. 

 

2.1 Conventional Hi-Bi FLMs 

 

As shown in Fig.3, polarization-maintaining fiber[10] 

is considered as the common HBF that include panda, 

bow-tie, internal elliptical clad (IEC), e-core and D-type. 

According to the theory of high- birefringence fiber, we 

divide the polarization-maintaining fibers into two types: 

geometric effect and stress effect HBF. Panda, bow-tie and 

internal elliptical clad fiber are considered as stress effect 

HBF just because the birefringence Is caused by 

asymmetrical stress region. Similarly, e-core and D-type 

HBF are considered as geometric effect fiber just because 

the birefringence is caused by asymmetrical core.

 

(a)          (b)            (c)            (d)            (e) 

Fig. 3. Cross section of HBF a) elliptical core  b) half-cladding fiber(D-type) c) panda  d) bow-tie  e ) internal elliptical clad 

fiber(IEC) 

 

Table.1 presented all the polarization-maintaining 

fibers [11]: 

 

Table1 summarizing polarization-maintaining fibers 

 

Fiber 

types 

Birefringence 

(10
-4) 

Beat 

length 

(mm) 

Insertion 

loss 

(dB/km) 

Company 

panda 
3.85 

4.0 9 KVH 

bow-tie 4.71 3.3 9 KVH 

IEC 3.3 4.65 1 Thorlabs 

elliptical 

core 

4.35 3.56 2 Fibercore 

D-type 5.1 3.0 1 3M 

Temperature and strain characteristics for five types of 

HBFs presented above are characterized in experimental 

setup shown in fig.4. The optical source is an 

Erbium-doped broadband source, with a central 

wavelength of 1550 nm and a spectral bandwidth of 100 

nm. The Hi-Bi FLM is formed by a 3 dB coupler with low 

insertion loss, an optical polarization controller (PC) used 

to adjust polarization state of the lights, a section of HBF. 

The sensing head is attached to a translation stage with a 

resolution of 1m and enclosed within an oven with an 

error of about 1℃. The resolution of OSA adopted is 

0.01nm.Fig.5 and Fig.6 show temperature and strain 

characters of panda, bow-tie, internal elliptical clad(IEC) 

HBF respectively. 
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Fig. 4. Configuration of Hi-Bi FLM. 

 

       

 

Fig. 5 Temperature characteristic.                        

 

 

 

 Fig.6 Strain characteristic. 

 

        

Fig. 7. Temperature characteristic.                          

 

 

Fig. 8. Strain characteristic. 

 

Temperature and strain characteristics of e-core and 

D-type HBF are also characterized in the same setup 

shown in Fig. 4.Compared with the foregoing three types 

of HBF, they have the lower sensitivities to temperature 

and strain, what’s more, the sign of strain sensitivity is 

negative, as shown in fig.8 and fig.9.Sensitivities to 

temperature and strain of five types of HBF are shown in 

Table.2. 

 

Table 2. Sensitivities to temperature and strain of five types of 

Hi-Bi FLMs. 

 

Fiber types strain(pm/μm) temperature(nm/℃) 

PADNA 41.2 -1.9 

Bow-tie 28.8 -1.23 

IEC 15.4 -0.7 

e-core -2.5 -0.2 

D-type -3.2 - 0.34 
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2.2 Photonic crystal Hi-Bi FLMs 

 

In recent years, special attentions are paid to photonic 

crystal fiber(PCF)[12] because of  its merits including the 

property of single mode, high nonlinearity ,high 

birefringence and controllable group velocity dispersion 

which conventional optical fiber don’t have. PCF have an 

arrangement of microscopic air holes running along its 

length and by varying the size and location of the holes 

can reach values that are not achievable in conventional 

fiber. The below three types of Hi-Bi PCF are common 

ones that usually combined with fiber loop mirror, their 

cross sections are shown in Fig. 9. 

 

    

 

Fig. 9. a) panda Hi-Bi PCF; b) four-hole suspended core 

Hi-Bi PCF; c) side-hole Hi-Bi PCF. 

 

A panda Hi-Bi PCF is the one of the acquainted Hi-Bi 

PCF, the meters of the holes are 4.5m and 2.2m 

respectively, the pitch (spacing between holes) is 4.4m, 

and the diameter of the perforated region is 40m, the 

whole outer diameter is 125m. Asymmetric defect in the 

core area is introduced to cause the high-birefringence 

effect. b) four-hole suspended core Hi-Bi PCF [13], the 

core and the cladding have diameters of 5.0m and 

135.0m respectively. The core is slightly elliptical owing 

to the hole asymmetry originated fabrication process. The 

two types Hi-Bi PCFs are all made of pure silicium so they 

are immune to temperature. But if coated with acrylic acid, 

they will become sensitive to temperature[14] because the 

acrylic acid has the different thermal expansion coefficient 

with pure silicium. c) The side-hole Hi-Bi PCF
 
[15] shown 

in fig.9 has a core dimension of 6.3 × 2.5 m (elliptical 

shape), a cladding of 125m, bridge between the holes is 

very narrow, so that the distance between the core edge 

and the holes edges does not exceed 2–3m. 

High-birefringence effect is induced by elliptical shape of 

the core and by mode overlap with the air holes 

surrounding the core. A low loss splice (about 2 dB/km) 

[16-17] between single mode optical fiber and three types 

of Hi-Bi PCFs above is achieved to form Photonic crystal 

Hi-Bi FLMs. Temperature and strain characteristics of 

panda and four-hole suspended core PCF are characterized 

by the same configuration described in Fig.4. Their 

temperature and strain characteristic are shown in Fig.10, 

Fig.11, Fig.12, Fig.13 when they are coated or uncoated 

respectively.  

   

Fig.10. Temperature characteristic of panda      

 

 

 Fig.11. Strain characteristic of panda. 

 

     

   

Fig.12 temperature characteristic of four-hole suspended 

core.                     
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Fig.13 strain characteristic of four-hole suspended core 

 

Using the same configuration described in Fig. 4, we 

all characterize the temperature and strain characters of 

side-hole Hi-Bi fiber experimently.fig.14 and fig.15 

presented its temperature and strain Characteristics. 

 

Fig.14 temperature characteristic of side-hole suspended core 

 

 

Fig.15 Strain characteristic of side-hole suspended core 

 

Temperature and strain characteristics are listed in 

Table.3, as for the same Hi-Bi PCF, it has the higher 

sensitivity to temperature when it is coated, but almost the 

same sensitivity to strain whether it is coated or not. 

Different Material for cladding and core are responsible 

for the intervallic sensitivity when they are coated or 

uncoated. Due to the special structure of side-hole Hi-Bi 

PCF, it has the more distinct sensitivities to temperature 

and strain than panda and suspended-core ones, about one 

or two order higher. 

 

Table 3. Temperature and strain characteristics of three 

types of Hi-Bi PCF coated and uncoated. 

 

Hi-Bi PCF types Strain(pm/μm) Temperature(nm/℃) 

Panda uncoated 11.1  
4109.2   

Panda coated 12.1  
2109.0   

Suspended-core 

uncoated 

93.1  
4104.3   

Suspended-core 

coated 

94.1  
2107   

Side-hole 16 1.44 

 

 

3. Measurements of dual parameters based on  

   Hi-Bi FLM 

 

As known from 2.1 and 2.2 chapters, Hi-Bi fibers 

including conventional and photonic crystal fiber are all 

sensitivity to temperature and strain simultaneously. So 

across- sensitivity exists when Hi-Bi FLM used as a sensor. 

In order to solve this problem, for one thing, we attempt to 

chose the uncoated Hi-Bi PCF which has almost to zero 

sensitivity to temperature as sensing element on the 

condition that it meet the need of external stress. For 

another thing, Hi-Bi FLM incorporating with other optical 

components realized simultaneous measurement of 

temperature and strain, this not only avoid the across- 

sensitivity for temperature and strain, but also expand the 

application of Bi-BI FLM.  

 

3.1 A sensing element embedded in Hi-Bi FLM 

 

Sensing element such as FBG, LPG or a section of 

another Hi-Bi fiber are embedded in Hi-Bi FLM to realize 

simultaneous measurement of temperature and strain. 
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Fig.12 Hi-Bi FLM combined with FBG. 

 

 

Fig.13 Transmission spectra at 22.3℃ and 40℃respectively. 

 

3.1.1 Fiber grating embedded in Hi-Bi FLM 

 

As shown in Fig.12, Dapeng Zhou[18] proposed that a 

section of FBG was embedded in Hi-Bi FLM. FBG and 

Hi-Bi fiber were considered as sensing elements to realize 

simultaneous measurement of temperature and strain. 

Transmission spectra of Hi-Bi FLM and Bragg wavelength 

are monitored by OSA to determine the change of 

temperature and strain. In the experiment, initial Bragg 

wavelengths of FBG is 1560.05nm,with its reflectivity of 

84.5%.We choose 12cm long bow-tie polarization 

maintaining optical fiber as Hi-Bi fiber with its initial 

birefringence of 
41055.4   at 1550nm.The whole 

transmission spectra is shown in fig.13 at 22.3 
o
Cand 40

o
C 

respectively. 

As the temperature applied on the sensing head 

increased, the Bragg wavelength is redshifted, while the 

interferometric peaks of Hi-Bi FLM is blueshifted. As the 

axial strain applied on the sensing head increased under 

invariable temperature, the Bragg wavelengths and 

interferometric peaks of FLM both redshifted. Thus Ep.2 

was obtained as follows: 
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where T and   are the temperature and strain 

change respectively. )(FBGTK
、 )(FBGK and )( FLMHiBiTK  、

)( FLMHiBiK  are the corresponding temperature and strain 

coefficients which can be determined by experiment. 

When temperature and strain applied to the sensing head 

vary, Bragg wavelength and interferometric peak of FLM 

shift , thus a well-conditioned system of two equations can 

be written and expressed in a matrix: 
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where D= )(FBGTK )( FLMHiBiK  - )(FBGK )( FLMHiBiK  , 

measurand can be determined by monitoring the 

wavelengths shifts. Similar with the method reported 

in[18], O. Frazão[19]
 
substituted FBG for a section of LPG 

to realize simultaneous measurements of temperature and 

strain alike. 

 

3.1.2 Two sections of different Hi-Bi fibers  

     embedded in Hi-Bi FLM 

 

Guoyong Sun [20] reported two section of Hi-Bi fiber 

with different parameters are embedded in the FLM 

forming a novel Hi-Bi FLM. Due to the different 

sensitivities to temperature and strain, two wavelength 

dips can be monitored to realize simultaneous 

measurements of temperature and strain. In experiment, 

the lengths of two sections of Hi-Bi fiber are 4cm and 

11cm with the birefringence 
41075.3  and 

41015.1   respectively. As shown in fig.14,the 

transmission spectra of novel fiber loop mirror. 
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Fig .14 Transmission spectra of two-types HBF fiber loop 

mirror. 

 

Those two types methods proposed above represented 

simultaneous measurements of temperature and strain 

based on Hi-Bi FLM. As for FBG, it is more easier and 

accurate to obtain shift of wavelength due to the narrower 

bandwidth of Bragg wavelength compared with LPG. Also, 

transmission spectra show high similarity between LPG 

and Hi-Bi FLM, We should adjust PC successively to get 

the proper transmission spectra. As for method 

in[20],perfect transmission spectra depends on the 

polarization state when they propagate through the two 

sections of Hi-Bi fiber, so we should try our best to keep 

the polarization state of the light. 

 

3.2 External optical element combined with Hi-Bi  

   FLM 

 

3.2.1 Filtering Hi-Bi FLM by LPG 

 

As shown in fig.16, Chun-Liu Zhao [21] reported a 

method based on Hi-Bi FLM combined with long period 

grating (LPG) inscribed in photonic crystal fiber for 

simultaneous measurement of strain and temperature. Here, 

the LPG in PCF acts as a temperature-insensitive optical 

wavelength filter which has a broad transmission dip and 

two spectral regions with opposite slopes shown in fig.17. 

Utilizing this property of the LPG, we choose two adjacent 

transmission peaks of the Hi-Bi FLM to be located at the 

two spectral regions. Transmission peaks shift were signed 

as  ,and two adjacent transmission peaks power are 

signed as
1P 、

2P  respectively ,dealing with 

)(lg 21 ppp  .When the temperature applied on 

the sensing head increases under invariable axial strain, 

the transmission peaks buleshift,   increased 

negatively and p decreased. When the axial strain 

applied on the sensing head increases under invariable 

temperature, the transmission peaks redshift,   

increased positively and so p .by monitoring the 

and p , we can distinguish temperature and strain 

simultaneously. 

 

 

Fig.16 Hi-Bi FLM filtered by LPG. 

                                 

 

 

Fig.17 Transmission spectra of the FLM and of the LPG 

in PCF and the output signal. 

 

3.2.2 Concatenated Hi-Bi FLMs 

 

As shown in fig.18, O. Frazão [22] reported a 

resolution of simultaneous measurement of strain and 

temperature by using two concatenated Hi-Bi FLMs with 

one of the Hi-Bi FLMs containing Hi-Bi photonic crystal 

fiber(PCF) and another one containing conventional Hi-Bi 

fiber(internal elliptical cladding).Fig.19 presented the first 

and the concatenated Hi-Bi FLMs transmission spectra. 

The first Hi-Bi FLM emerged a proportionally large linear 

spectral region of about 17nm, then launched into the 

second Hi-Bi FLM through the opto-isolator which keep 

the light from flashbacking. Power of the transmission 

spectrum peaks of wavelength falling inside the linear 

spectral region is degressive. As the temperature applied 

on the sensing head increased under invariable axial strain, 

its peaks wavelength increased while power decreased. As 

the axial strain applied on the sensing head increased 
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under invariable temperature, peaks wavelength and power 

presented oppositely compared with temperature response. 

We can distinguish temperature and strain simultaneously 

by monitoring the power and wavelength of one of the 

peaks of the concatenated Hi-Bi FLMs. 

 

 

 

Fig .18 structure chart of concatenatedHi-Bi FLMs. 

 

 

 

Fig .19 Spectral responsesof the first FLM and of the 

concatenated FLMs. 

 

3.2.3 Hi-Bi FLM incorporating an Erbium-doped  

     fibre(EDF) 

 

As shown in fig.20, a section of erbium-doped 

fibre(EDF)joined into the input arm of Hi-Bi 

FLM[23].When it was pumped, amplified spontaneous 

emission(ASE) light was generated which was also the 

light source of the whole configuration. The transmission 

spectrum peak power of the Hi-Bi FLM was reduced as 

the temperature increased because the amplified 

spontaneous emission (ASE) of the pumped EDF was 

degraded with the temperature increasing. So the 

temperature affected both the peak power and the peak 

wavelength simultaneously. The strain, however, did not 

affect the peak power but the peak wavelength. As the 

applied strain increases, the peak wavelength redshifted 

because the phase change of the Hi-Bi FLM with the EDF 

was directly proportional to the strain change. 

Consequently, it was possible to discriminate temperature 

and strain sensitivities by using the proposed sensing 

method. 

 

 

 

Fig.20 Principle drawing of the system. 

 

 

All the schemes proposed above have demonstrated 

the simultaneous measurement of temperature and strain 

by monitoring the certain wavelength and power of peaks. 

In [21], we regarded ratio of two adjacent peaks power as 

our demodulation result not only to decrease the influence 

of the unstable light power, but also double the sensitivity. 

This is the superiority that [22][23] don’t have. Compared 

with the proposed schemes in section 3.1, firstly, these 

three schemes’ demodulation results are all wavelength 

and power which increased the error due to the light power 

which is easily influenced by external environment, 

secondly, more optical elements are needed in these three 

schemes, so cost is relatively higher. 

 

 

4. Conclusions 

 

In this paper, temperature and strain characteristics of 

conventional and photonic crystal Hi-Bi FLM have been 

characterized. It is clear that cross-sensitive was the top 

problem when they were used as sensors. To solve this 

problem, Photonic crystal fiber was the best option 

because of its immunity to temperature. Besides, more and 

more simultaneous measurements of temperature and 

strain based on Hi-Bi FLM were proposed continually not 

only to avoid cross-sensitive but also provide much 

references to multiparameter sensor. According to 

different sensing principle ,this letter summarized two 

types of methods and listed merits and demerits of each 

simultaneous measurement of temperature and strain. 

Also ,there are some types of methods [24-26] which are 

not listed in this paper. Certainly there are some 

drawbacks existed in Hi-Bi FLM sensors such as:(1)it is 

inconvenient to apply OSA in practical engineering.(2) 

Hi-Bi FLM sensor only exist in laboratory because of its 

large scale of error.(3) The sensor production process 

needs to be improved. Trustfully with the research further, 

Hi-Bi FLM sensor will be producibility and 

commercialization in the near future. 

app:ds:conventional
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